Hott Products is proud to announce the release of our current catalog.
Over the years we have been passionate about offering our customers
a wide array both innovative and fun products.
Inside you will find a wide variety of both intimate toys, edible fun treats
and creative novelty items that will help maximize sales! We appreciate
all of our customers who have supported us throughout the years and
look forward to a prosperous future together
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Sex Harness with
Dildo and Dual
Motors

BUTTERFLY
BALLER

- Vibrating Penis with Stimulation Butterfly Wings.
- Super Powerful Vibrating adjustable Bead Tail for anal or
Vaginal Stimulation.
- Promotes Powerful Orgasms.
- Adjustable Harness Strap one size fits all.
- Easy On Off switch Function with a wheel to turn on/off and
control variable speeds.
-Requires 2 AA Batteries (not included).

TUSHY
TORPEDO

Finger Ring with
Turbo Motor

- Sure Grip Finger Ring for easy play for
Vaginal or Anal Entry.
- Super Powerful motor promotes
intense Orgasms.
- Easy On Off switch Function.
- 3 LR754 Replaceable Batteries.

FINGERED

Finger Tip Vibe

- Sure Grip Finger Tip Ring for easy play
for Vaginal, Anal or Nipple Stimulation.
- Super Powerful motor promotes
intense Orgasms.
- Easy On Off switch Function.
- 2 LR41 Replaceable Batteries.

Item #3269
Magenta

Item #3270
Magenta

DUAL
FANTASY

Vibrating Cock Ring

- Dual Super Powerful motors
promotes Intense Orgasms and
Clitoris Stimulation.
- Sure Grip Stretchy Ring promotes
Blood flow to the Penis for longer
lasting firmer Erections.
- Easy On Off switch Function
(with push button).
- 3 LR41 Replaceable Batteries.

Item #3266
Magenta

Item #3267
Magenta
www.hottproducts.com
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TONGUE STAR

BUNNY
BUSTER
Vibrating
Cock Ring

- Super Powerful Motor with Stimulation
Bunny Ears Promotes Intense Orgasms
for both Partners.
- Sure Grip Stretchy Ring promotes
Blood flow to the Penis for longer
lasting firmer Erections.
- Easy On Off switch Function
(with push button).
- 3 LR41 Replaceable Batteries.

Tongue Vibe
with Turbo Motor

COCK
THRILL CRUSH
SEEKER

BUNNY
RUSH
Item #3268
Magenta

Vibrating
Cock Ring

Item #3273 Magenta

- Super Powerful Motor Promotes
Intense Orgasms.
- Sure Grip Stretchy Ring promotes
Blood flow to the Penis
for firmer Erections.
- Easy On Off switch Function
(with push button).
- 3 LR41 Replaceable Batteries.

Item #3271 Blue

Item #3265
Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

STEALTH
RIDER

- Snug easy mouth grip fits
comfortably onto any teeth.
- Super Powerful motor boost
intense orgasms for
Anal or Vaginal stimulation.
- Easy On Off switch Function.
- 3 LR754 Replaceable Batteries.
Item #3272 Purple
www.hottproducts.com

7”

DOUBLE DIPPER
Vibraflex Dual Head Dildo

SKINNY ME

Bend Flex equals better sex! That’s what you will experience when
you get down to business with the new Multi-Speed, Multi-Flexible
Variable position DEEP EXPLORER VIBRATING PROBE! This little gem
has all the right moves and positions along with ridged contoured
bendable arms to explore deep into your most inner regions and will
create waves of passionate orgasms unlike you have ever experienced
before! Powerful multi-speed vibrating motor causes intense orgasms!
Sex exploration will surely be taken to new orgasmic heights!

Strap-On

Wet Dreams SKINNY ME Strap On delivers the perfect
comfortable fit for people who love to get adventurous!
The strategically designed shaft slips in to any orifice with
instant ease, and is also contoured with pleasure ribs to only
enhance the sensation while you pump away! Adjustable easy
to use harness holds SKINNY ME in place for a perfect fit every
time. Perfect for “first timers” Anal Play as well. Welcome to
SKINNY ME...the way intimate pleasure should always be!

7”

16”
#3048
Black

8.5”
STUBBLE
BUNNY

#3047
Purple

#3091 Magenta

DEEP EXPLORER
Flexible Vibe

Bend Flex equals better sex! That’s what you will experience when
you get down to business with the new Multi-Speed, Multi-Flexible
Variable position DEEP EXPLORER VIBRATING PROBE! This little gem
has all the right moves and positions along with ridged contoured
bendable arms to explore deep into your most inner regions and will
create waves of passionate orgasms unlike you have ever experienced
before! Powerful multi-speed vibrating motor causes intense orgasms!
Sex exploration will surely be taken to new orgasmic heights!

Dildo Vibe

- Requires 3 AAA Batteries
- Phthalates & Latex Free
- Body Safe Soft TPR Material
- Stubble Bunny Stimulation Ticklers
- Independently Controlled Functions
- 3 Speed Bunny Clit Stimulator
- 3 Speed Reversible Rotation Pleasure Beads
- 3 Speed Rotating Shaft

#3069 Black
www.hottproducts.com

#3068 Magenta

#3090 Black

#2907 Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

#2908 Purple

9.5”

LOVE
BUNNY

9.5”

SUGAR
BABY

DUAL
PLEASURE

Dildo Vibe

Dildo Vibe

Dildo Vibe

- Requires 2 AAA Batteries
- Dual Stimulation Motors
- Super Soft TPR
- Phthalate Free
- 3 Speed

- Triple Row Rotation Pleasure Beads
- Independently Controlled Shaft
& Clit Stimulator
- Phthalates & Latex Free
- Requires 3 AA Batteries
- Variable Speed Vibrations
-E
 asy Play Dial Controls
- Reversible Rotation

- Requires 2 AA Batteries
- Super Soft TPR
- Variable Speed
- Phthalate Free

12”

6.5”

8.5”
RAGING
RABBIT
Dildo Vibe

#2904
Purple

#2903
Magenta

- Dual motors: 8 rotation speeds
and 8 vibration functions
- Swirl-covered shaft
and massage beads
- Requires 4 AAA batteries
- Vibrating clit tickler ears
- Body Safe durable TPR
- G-Spot Spinning Tip
- Water resistant

#2900
Purple
#2909 Magenta

BUTTERFLY
BLISS
#2902
Purple

www.hottproducts.com

Dildo Vibe

- Requires 3 AAA Batteries

#2897 Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

#2899
Magenta

6”

LITTLE
DIPPER

5.5”

RAPID
RABBIT

7”

5.5”

Dildo Vibe

Dildo Vibe

- Requires 2 AAA Batteries
- Super Soft TPR
- Variable Speed
- Phthalate Free

#2716
Magenta

CREAMINATOR
Dildo Vibe
#2891
Magenta

6.5”

- Super Powerful
Variable Speed Motor
- Tickler Bunny
Stimulation ears
- Phthalate free TPE
- Takes 2 AA Batteries
- Water Resistant

- Requires 1 AA Battery
- Super Soft TPR
- Variable Speed
- Phthalate Free
www.hottproducts.com

HOT
MESS

#2933
Purple

Dildo Vibe

LEAN
MACHINE

#2925
Purple

Dildo Vibe

- Requires 2 AAA Batteries
- Super Soft TPR
- Variable Speed
- Phthalate Free

#2895
Magenta

#2932
Magenta

- Requires 2 AAA Batteries
- Super Soft TPR
- Variable Speed
- Phthalate Free

www.hottproducts.com

#2924
Magenta

5.5”
EROTIC
ROSE

6.5”
PINK
STALLION

Clit Tickler

- Super Soft TPE
- Phthalate Free
- Easy Clean

- Batteries Included
- Clitorial Stimulation
- Phthalate Free
- Waterproof
- 3 Speed

- ABS with Soft Touch PU Coating
- 2 AAA Batteries Not Included
- Turbo G Tickler Promotes Extra
Orgasmic Intensity
- Multi-Speed Function

DIAMOND
DIVA

LIL
THUMPER

Fun Vibe
Item #2951
Magenta

Power Vibe

- Super Soft TPR Silicone
- Velvety Surface
- Sure Grip finger wings
- Three Speed Function
- Waterproof for bath & shower
- Takes 1 AA battery (not included)

6.5”

Erotic Dildo

Clit Vibe

Item #2414
Magenta

4”
SUPERSONIC
G-VIBE

Item #2889
Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

- ABS with Soft Touch PU Coating
- 2 AAA Batteries Not Included
- Twist Dial POWERFUL V
 ariable Speed
- Diamond Encrusted Handle
- Phthalate Free

Item #2944
Black

Item #2949
Magenta

Item #2945
Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

6”
BUDDY
BEADS

6”

FINGER ME

Finger Vibe

Pleasure Vibe

- Soft Silicone Material
- Replaceable (3) LR41
Batteries Included
- Easy Clean with Water

Buddy Beads sex toy is the perfect little intimate
toy that bends and shapes into multiple
positions while the erotic pleasure beads cause
intense waves of Orgasmic pleasure to any
orifice you inert them in. Watch your lover go
wild with erotic fever when you gently caress
and tease their most desired intimate regions
with the intense waves of pleasure from the
powerful multi-speed motor.
- Easy clean up
- Super Powerful multi speed motor
- 2 AAA Batteries (not included)

SNAKE
CHARMER

WRIST
RIDER

Pleasure Vibe

Take control of your sex life with this
tantalizing little sex toy SNAKE CHARMER!
Specially contoured shape with pleasure
nodules caresses and satisfies your
inner most sexual desires while powerful
waves of erotic pleasure are delivered with
immense intensity to both you and your
play partner.

Item #3211
Magenta

- Easy clean up
- Super Powerful multi speed motor
- 2 AAA Batteries (not included)

www.hottproducts.com

Item #3212
Magenta

4”
COCK
TEASE

Item #3209
Magenta

Finger/Palm Vibe

Item #3210
Magenta

Fun Vibe

- Soft Silicone Material
- Two Independent Motors
- Replaceable (3) LR41 & (3) LR44
- Batteries Included
- Easy Clean with Water

- Super Soft-Touch
- Phthalate Free
- Variable Speed
- Waterproof Vibrator
- Takes 1 AAA battery (not included)

Item #3207
Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

POWER
PEDAL

FINGER
FRENZY

COOCHY
BRUSH

BOMBS
AWAY

1 AAA Battery Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Flower Pedal Tip
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Snug Finger Strap
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Soft Brush Tip
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
7 Frequencies Motor
Stimulation Nubbies
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

Item #3226 MAGENTA

Item #3228 BLACK

Item #3227 MAGENTA

Item #3232 MAGENTA

4”

4”

4”

Fun Vibe

Fun Vibe

Fun Vibe

Fun Vibe

LIL’
WHALE

FINGER
TEASE

SHAGIN
DRAGON

CHILLY
WILLY

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Stimulation Nubbies
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Snug Finger Strap
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Anal Stimulation Beads
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

3 LR 44 batteries Included
10 Frequencies Motor
Pointed Tip
Phthalate Free
Waterproof

Item #3231 MAGENTA

Item #3229 BLACK

Item #3230 PURPLE

Item #3225 MAGENTA

4”

3”

8”

4”

Fun Vibe

Fun Vibe

www.hottproducts.com

Fun Vibe

Fun Vibe

www.hottproducts.com

HAPPY
ENDING

POWER EGG
Finger Vibe

Mini Wand

- ABS with Soft-Touch PU Coating
- Super Stretch Finger Strap
- Takes 3 LR44 batteries
- 3 Speed Function
- Velvety Surface
- Phthalate Free

Cock Ring + Vibrating Tail

- Twist Dial POWERFUL Variable Speed
- ABS with Soft Touch PU Coating
- 6 LR44 Button Cell Changeable
- Diamond Encrusted Handle
- Batteries Included
- Phthalate Free

FRISKY
FINGER-G

SEX
SNAKE

2.5”

- Beads tapered for easier insertion
- Smooth and flexible for comfort
- Super Powerful Tail Motor
- Remove them mid-orgasm
to intensify your climax
- Safetyand Easy Removal
- Easy to Clean
- Phthalate Free

Finger Vibe

- Phthalate Free
- ABS with Soft-Touch PU Coating
- G Spot Ball Shaped Head
- Three Speed Function
- Takes 1 AA battery

5.5”

Item #2879
Magenta

Item #2726
Purple

SUPER
SCORPION

Item #2883
Magenta

Cock Ring + Vibrating Tail
Item #2875
Magenta

- Super Soft Silicone
- 2 Powerful Motors- Phthalte Free
- Up to 40+ Minutes of Continuous
Powerful  Vibrating Action!
- LR41 Changeable Button
Cell Batteries Included

Item #2947 White
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2872 Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

EXTREME
SCORPION

JELLY
COCK RINGS

Cock Ring + Vibrating Tail

Texturized
Assorted Colors

- Beads tapered for easier insertion
- Smooth and flexible for comfort
- Super Powerful Tail Motor
- Remove them mid-orgasm to
intensify your climax
- Safety and Easy Removal
- Easy to Clean
- Phthalate Free

CHAIN
GANG
Cock Rings
Chain up your member in
hardcore style with these
fun Chain Linksuper stretch
silicone love rings.

Item #2298
Magenta

DEEP SNAKE

Item #2336
Assorted Colors

Cock Ring + Vibrating Tail

Item #2938 Black

- LR44 Changeable Battery Included
- Powerful Motor & Anal Beads with Tail Stinger
Motor Promotes Intense Orgasmic Pleasure
- One Size Fits All Penis Ring
- Phthalate Free
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2325 Purple

Item #2483
Black/Clear

- Ultra Tight Fit Promotes Longer Lasting
“Rock Hard” Erections!
- Super Stretch BandFits Any Man
- Super Soft PhthalateFree
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2735
Black/Blue/Clear

ECSTASY
EXTENSION

SWEET
SPOT-G

DOUBLE
DOWN

Light Up Sleeve

Triple Motor
Cock Ring

- LR 754 Batteries Included
- Powerful Motor
- Super Soft TPE

Light Up Sleeve

- 3 Motors for Triple the Pleasure
- Vibrating Nubbie Tongue for
extra Intense Stimulation
- Water Resistant
- Batteries included
- Super Stretch one size fits all

- Contoured For G-Spot 
Stimulation
- 3 Speed
- ABS Material with Soft
Touch PU Coating
- Phthalate Free
- Requires Two AA Batteries

Item #2882
Purple

5”
PLEASURE
JEWEL

Item #3247
Clear

Item #2701
Blue

THICK BOY

DRAGONFLY
FANTASY

Vibrating
Pleasure Sleeve

Hands-Free Clit Stimulator

Fun Vibe

- ABS with Soft Touch PU Coating
- Requires 1 AA Battery
- 3 Speed Function
- Phthalate Free

Item #2842
Clear

Item #2885
Magenta

www.hottproducts.com

- Adjustable One Size Fits All Straps
- Powerful Motor & Replaceable Batteries
- Erotic Stimulating Nubbies
- Variable Speed Control
- Phthalate Free

Item #2304 Magenta
www.hottproducts.com

- Power bullet (batteries included)
- Super-stretch dual grip bands
one size fits all
- Promotes intense pleasure
- Phthalates free
- Waterproof

MAGNA
MAN

TICKLE ME
DOLPHIN
BUZZ
BUNNY

Magnetic Pleasure Ring
- Magnetic Ring Promotes Intense
- Blood Flow For “Rock Hard” Erections!
- Super Stretchy Scrotum Band
- Promotes Extra Sensation!!!
- Super Soft Phthalate Free Silicone
- Super Powerful Bullet
- Waterproof

Item #2133
Purple

Item #2134
Magenta

Item #2132
Magenta

Item #2338
Magenta

SUPER STUD
SLING

Item #2935
Black

Cock and Balls Sling
- Powerful Motor Promotes Orgasmic Pleasure
- LR44 Changeable Battery Included
- Promotes Firm Ball Support & Longer Lasting
Erections
- Phthalate Free
- Waterproof

BUZZY
BUTTERFLY

Cock Ring Vibes

Experience pleasure beyond your wildest
dreams! Heighten that loving feeling with this
orgasmic powerful vibrating toy. The vibrating
pleasure comes from the bunny’s nose.

AVAILABLE IN
12 PIECE
COUNTER DISPLAYS
Item #2934
Clear
www.hottproducts.com

#2137-D

Item #2131
Purple

Item #2136 Magenta

Item #2135 Purple

www.hottproducts.com

- Velvety Surface
- Powerful Motor
- Waterproof for bath & shower
- LR44 Batteries Included
- Phthalates Free

TIGHT
GRIP

PLUMP
BUNNY

HANDY
MAN

Rabbit Sleeve
- Raised Ribbed Thickener Sleeve
- Tickler Bunny Stimulation Ears
- Super Stretch Scrotum Band
- LR44 Batteries Included
- Powerful Bullet
- Phthalate Free

ANAL
FEVER

Item #2931 Blue

Item #2954
Clear

BIG
BALLS

Glass Pleasure Plug

Item #2952
Clear

- Glass Anal Plug with Finger Ring Hole
- Smooth Contoured Tip for Easy Entry
- Made From Durable Tempered Glass
- Non-Allergenic, Non-Porous
- Dishwasher Safe

Stroker Sleeves
Item #2953
Clear
www.hottproducts.com

- Super Soft TPE Material
- Phthalate Free Body Safe
- Easy Clean Up with Soap & Water

Item #3080 Black
Item #2930 Clear
www.hottproducts.com

TRIPLE PLAY
3 in 1 Butt Plug

- Premium Silicone
- 3 Different Sizes
- Phthalate Free
- Easy to clean

Mini

PLEASURE
PROBE

GO DEEP

NINJA

Anal Probe +
Bullet

Triple Butt Plug
- Premium Silicone
- 3 Different Textures
- Phthalate Free
- Easy to Clean

Anal Probe
+ Bullet

- LR 44 Batteries Included
- Powerful Motor
- Phthalate Free
- Narrow Tip
- Waterproof

- LR 44 Batteries Included
- Powerful Motor
- Phthalate Free
- Finger Ring
- Waterproof

Item #3254
Black
Item #2941
Black
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3208
Black

Item #2780
Black
www.hottproducts.com

TONGUE
STAR
Tongue Vibe

DEEP
DIVER

- Promotes POWERFUL Orgasms!
- Stays Comfortably in place directly onto the teeth
- Intense Stimulation motor
- Changeable Batteries  (1 Extra Set Included!)
- Liquor Lube Pillow Pack Included forextra
delicious eroticOral Play
- Easy Clean up with warm soapy water
& towel pat dry

Tongue Vibe
- LR 754 Batteries Included
- Powerful Motor
- Super Soft TPE

Item #2972
Clear
Item #3261
Clear
Item #3260
Blue
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2971
Blue
www.hottproducts.com

Phthalate-Free TPE SKIN
Dildo
Bone In Shaft adjusts to
multiple positions
Adjustable Elastic
Waistband
Easy Clean up with
standard toy cleaner
#3051

#3050

6”

6”

#3049

6”
#3022
#3025

SUGAR
BABY

SUGAR
LIPS

Torso Stroker

#3054

8”
#3053

PLAYFUL
PARTNER
Strap-On

8”

#3052

8”

Experience intimate play like never before with the Playful Partner Strap-On. This incredible phthalate-free strap-on
is made from “Super Soft”, realistic skin-like material that feels amazingly just like the real thing! The “Bone In” shaft
allows you to adjust the dildo to multiple positions and creates an even more realistic feel! The strategically curved tip
allows you to stimulate those hard-to-reach G and P-Spots while the ribbed shaft promotes intense sensations that will
drive your lover wild! The comfortable 4-way nylon harness easily adjusts to fit most sizes and holds your strap-on snug
in place for an amazing experience that both you and your partner are sure to enjoy!
www.hottproducts.com

When your ready for action anytime...anywhere SKINSATIONS
SUGAR BABY torso masturbator is ready to take you on. You
will think you’re getting the real thing when you slip your hard
member into her supple lips and sexy torso, as she is ready
to play as you pound away! The soft SKINSATIONS realistic
feel skin adds even more to the pleasure as you are sure to be
rode hard and put away wet!

#3021

SUGAR
PUSS
Pussy Stroker

When your ready for action anytime...anywhere SKINSATIONS
SUGAR LIPS, SUGAR PUSS & VIBRATING PUSSY STROKER
masturbator is ready to take you on. You will think your getting
the real thing when you close your eyes and slip her soft supple
lips over your hard member and let the stroking begin! The soft
SKINSATIONS realistic feel skin adds even more to the pleasure
as you are sure to be rode hard and put away wet!
www.hottproducts.com

#3023

PUSSY
GRIP

Pussy Stroker

CUM
GUZZLER
Mouth Stroker

Step right up and unload more then just the cares of
a stressful day away with the PUSSY GRIP & CUM
GUZZLER realistic SKINSATIONAL FEEL Stroker!
When you slip your hard rod inside her willing mouth
or pussy, just close your eyes and the amazing
SKINATIONIAL FEEL skin will have you thinking and
feeling like you are doing the real thing! Specially
contoured mouth with “Elasto-Grip” canal will
enhance the grip and pleasure to your experience!

MAN EATER
Man Eater Masturbator is the perfect companion that will
really deliver the goods whenever your hungry throbbing
member feels the urge! From it’s super soft open & willing
mouth with sensi-tongue Skin feel to it’s warm & ready
Vagina, this little masturbator will be sure to have you
“CUMMING” back for more!

#2943

#3131

PUSSY STROKER

#3064

When your ready for action anytime...anywhere
SKINSATIONS PUSSY STROKER masturbator is
ready to take you on. You will think your getting the
real thing when you close your eyes and slip her
soft supple lips over your hard member and let the
stroking begin! The soft SKINSATIONS realistic
feel skin ads even more to the pleasure as you are
sure to be road hard and put away wet!

#3061

ASS
FUCKER
Ass Stroker

BODY
FUCK

Torso Stroker

#3062

Not too loose...not too tight, this Amazing Stroker is just
right...That’s what you will think when you slip your hard
member inside this tight ass! Close your eyes and the
amazing SKINATIONIAL FEEL ASS FUCKER & BODY FUCK
with realistic skin will have you thinking and feeling like you
are doing the real thing! Specially contoured Anal Canal with
“Elasto-Grip” walls create a nice tight fit and will enhance the
grip and pleasure of your experience!
www.hottproducts.com

BLOW ME

#3063

When your ready for action anytime...anywhere SKINSATIONS
BLOW ME mouth masturbator is ready to take you on. You will
think your getting the real thing when you close your eyes and
slip her willing soft mouth over your hard member and let the
stroking begin! The soft SKINSATIONS realistic feel skin ads
even more to the pleasure as you are sure to be Blown Away!
#2942

www.hottproducts.com

7”

#3060

#3056

7”

HUSKY LOVER

6.5”
#3057

Slip into something exhilarating! When you slip your member into our amazingly realistic SKINSATIONS
Extension sleeve, you will not only add extra girth to your tool, but will also enhance the sensation your
partner will feel with the realistic protruding veins and contoured shaft. The scrotum strap easily slips
over your balls and will hold the sleeve firmly in place while you get your wild on! This material is so life
like...both you and your partner will feel like you have taken Pecker Steroids!
www.hottproducts.com

#3059

7”

EXTENSION SLEEVE
WITH SCROTUM STRAP

•AMAZINGLY REAL SKINSATIONS MATERIAL
•SCROTUM STRAP TO KEEP SLEEVE IN PLACE

#3055

6.5”
#3058

•CONTOURED VEINS WITH REALISTIC SHAFT
AND LIFE LIKE HEAD •PHTHLATE FREE
www.hottproducts.com

FUCK ME DIRTY SERIES

FUCK ME DIRTY SERIES
SKINSATIONS Fuck Me Dirty series have the most realistic feeling SKIN
you will ever experience! This ultra soft realistic skin absolutely feels
like the real thing when you close your eyes and get your groove on.
The pussy has a specially designed “Elastro Grip” suction canal with
contoured ribs guaranteed to make you feel like you are experiencing the
real thing! Remember, our Pussies and Ass do NOT Cost you anything
and do NOT Talk Back…and provide endless hours of sexual bliss! What
more can a man ask for?

#3106

#3105

#3108

SKINSATIONS Fuck Me Dirty series have the most realistic feeling SKIN
you will ever experience! This ultra soft realistic skin absolutely feels
like the real thing when you close your eyes and get your groove on.
The pussy has a specially designed “Elastro Grip” suction canal with
contoured ribs guaranteed to make you feel like you are experiencing the
real thing! Remember, our Pussies and Ass do NOT Cost you anything
and do NOT Talk Back…and provide endless hours of sexual bliss! What
more can a man ask for?
www.hottproducts.com

#3109

www.hottproducts.com

SUCTION BASE
PHTHALATE FREE
REALISTIC SOFT SKIN
When you want to experience the ultimate in
realistic sexual encounters, SKINSATIONS will
satisfy your every need. Some of the amazing
features include strategic contoured design,
enhanced shape head, pronounced veins,
and ultra soft realistic-like skin. This dildo
absolutely look and feel like the real thing!
Comes complete with super suction cup base
which will stick to nearly any smooth, flat
surface for a passionate pounding good time!
Pull it out, stick it on and let the pounding begin!
Made with phthalate-free TPE.
You can also enjoy SKINSATIONS, in the shower,
hot tub, or spa and turn bath time into play time!

EXPERIENCE THE
MOST REALISTIC
SKIN FEEL EVER!
#2917

#2919

#2920

When you want to experience the ultimate in realistic sexual encounters, SKINSATIONS will satisfy your every need. Some of the amazing features include
strategic contoured design, enhanced shape head, pronounced veins, and ultra soft realistic-like skin. This dildo absolutely looks and feels like the real
thing! Comes complete with super suction cup base which will stick to nearly any smooth, flat surface for a passionate pounding good time! Pull it out,
stick it on and let the pounding begin! Made with phthalate-free TPE.
www.hottproducts.com

#2921

#2922
www.hottproducts.com

SOFT SKIN FEEL
SUCTION CUP BASE
PHTHLATE FREE

When you want to experience
the ultimate in realistic sexual
encounters, SKINSATIONS will
satisfy your every need. Some
of the amazing features include
strategic contoured design,
enhanced shape head, pronounced
veins, and ultra soft realistic-like
skin. This dildo absolutely looks
and feels like the real thing! Comes
complete with super suction cup
base which will stick to nearly
any smooth flat surface for a
passionate pounding good time!
Pull it out, stick it on and let the
pounding begin!

SOFT SKIN FEEL
SUCTION CUP BASE
#3123

#3122

When you want to experience the ultimate in realistic sexual encounters, SKINSATIONS will satisfy your every need. Some of the amazing
features include strategic contoured design, enhanced shape head, pronounced veins, and ultra soft realistic-like skin. This dildo absolutely
looks and feels like the real thing! Comes complete with super suction cup base which will stick to nearly any smooth flat surface for a
passionate pounding good time! Pull it out, stick it on and let the pounding begin!
www.hottproducts.com

PHTHLATE FREE

#3121

#3125

#3124
www.hottproducts.com

SKINSATIONS “LtATIN LOVER” SERIES: When you
want to experience the ultimate in realistic sexual
encounters, SKINSATIONS “Latin Lover” series
will satisfy your every need. Some of the amazing
features include strategic contoured design,
enhanced shape head, pronounced veins, and ultra
soft realistic-like skin. These realistic skin dildo’s
absolutely look and feel like the real thing! Comes
complete with super suction cup base which
will stick to nearly any smooth, flat surface for a
passionate pounding good time! Pull it out, stick it
on and let the pounding begin!

AMAZINGLY REAL
SKINSATIONS
MATERIAL
CONTOURED VEINS
WITH REALISTIC SHAFT
AND LIFE LIKE HEAD
SUCTION CUP BASE
PHTHALATE FREE

SKINSATIONS “Black
Diamond” series will satisfy
your every need. Some of
the amazing features include
strategic contoured design,
enhanced shape head,
pronounced veins, and ultra
soft realistic-like skin.
These realistic skin dildo’s
absolutely look and feel
like the real thing! Comes
complete with super suction
cup base which will stick
to nearly any smooth, flat
surface for a passionate
pounding good time! Pull it
out, stick it on and let the
pounding begin!

#2995

#2992
www.hottproducts.com

#2994

#2993

#2999
www.hottproducts.com

Soft Skin Feel		

Strong Suction Base		

Phthalate Free		

Waterproof

Now you can ride the “Real Thing” anytime you want no questions asked! SKINSATIONS vibrating line of flesh style Dildos are molded from a specially
formulated “Skinsational” feel material! A powerful built-in variable speed function allows you to go from “Mild to Wild” at the twist of a dial...and when
we say wild...we stand by our claim to have the most powerful battery operated vibrating real feel dildos in the marketplace hands down ! Close your eyes
and you’ll swear it’s the real thing!
The suction cup base lets you stick it on any flat surface for hands-free penetration. Enjoy it on the floor, shower wall, table or even a door! You can also
ad it to your favorite harness for Intense orgasmic strap-on sex!

SUPER
POWERFUL
MOTOR
SUCTION CUP
BASE
PHTHALATE
FREE
SOFT SKIN
FEEL

#3031

#3032

#3033

When you want to experience the ultimate in realistic sexual encounters, SKINSATIONS will satisfy your every need. Some of the amazing
features include strategic contoured design, enhanced shape head, grooved shaft, and ultra soft realistic-like skin. This vibe absolutely looks
and feels like the real thing! Comes complete with super suction cup base which will stick to nearly any smooth, flat surface for a passionate
pounding good time! Pull it out, stick it on and let the pounding begin! Made with phthalate-free super soft silicone.
www.hottproducts.com

#2963
#2964

#2983

www.hottproducts.com

Experience the most
realistic bendable/
shapeable dildo ever
made! The SKINSATIONS
Vibra-Flex Dildos not
only bend into your
favorite position, they
also have realistic
specially formulated
SKINSATIONAL Life-Like
Skin! Top all that off with
a 12 function multi-speed
super powerful motor
and you got yourself a
real “Super Stud” in your
hands! Riding h
 ard and
put away wet takes on a
whole new meaning!

#3086

#3088

- Multi 12 Speed
Function
- Flexible Bendable
Shaft Realistic
“SKINSATIONAL”
Skinlike touch
- Phthalate free
- Takes 2 AA
Batteries (not
included)


HEAT
SEEKER
MULTI 12 SPEED FUNCTION
MULTI SPEED

Get ready to experience
the most realistic bendable
/ shapeable “Warming”
Dildo ever made! This
SKINSATIONS “Heat
Seeker” Vibra-Flex Dildo
not only bends into your
favorite position, but also
has a unique warming
element that creates a
warm realistic sensation so
real that you will swear you
are experiencing the real
thing! The realistic specially
formulated SKINSATIONAL
Life Like Skin is almost too
real to comprehend! Top all
that off with a 12 function
multi-peed super powerful
motor and you got yourself
a real “HOT” Super Stud
of a personal dildo in your
hands! “Hot Sex” takes on a
whole new meaning!

FLEXIBLE BENDABLE SHAFT
AMAZING WARMING ELEMENT
REALISTIC “SKINSATIONAL” SKIN
PHTHALATE FREE
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION
BATTERIES INCLUDED
CONVENIENT USB C
 HARGING
CABLE INCLUDED

#3065
www.hottproducts.com
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CUMQUAKE

- Realistic
skinsational feel

Experience EARTH SHAKING ORGASMS like
Never Before with the “CUM QUAKE” Super
Sonic Dildo! This Incredibly powerful Dildo has
a “Jack Hammer” style back & forth POUNDING
Function, which can be adjusted from a 2.0 to
a 9.0 on the “DICKTOR” Scale! This amazing
dildo also has a Clitoral Stimulator, as well as a
Heating Feature that will really take your overall
experience from warm to Super Hot!! Squat
down...hold on...and experience the “Earth
Shaking” Power of the CUM QUAKE!

- Bendable shaft
- Multi 8 speed
functions
- Water resistant

CUMQUAKE 2

Experience EARTH SHAKING ORGASMS like
Never Before with the “CUM QUAKE 2” Super
Sonic Dildo! Convenient remote controller
let’s you “Dick-Tate” your desired pleasure
at the touch of a button! This Incredibly
powerful Dildo has a “Jack Hammer” style
back & forth POUNDING Function, which
can be adjusted from a 2.0 to a 9.0 on the
“DICKTOR” Scale! This amazing dildo also
has a Suction Base, as well as a Heating
Feature that will really take your overall
experience from warm to Super Hot!! Squat
down...hold on...and experience the “Earth
Shaking” Power of the CUM QUAKE!

Item #3241

Item #3126

Item #3243
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3127

Item #3128

Now you can experience the most amazing realistic vibrating dildo ever! with the SKINSATIONS “Gold Series” ultra-soft vibrating skin Dildo.
These super soft skin dildos are able to bend and shape into your favorite position, but also have the most realistic specially formulated SKINSATIONAL
Life Like Skin! The super powerful 8 function multi-speed super motor allows you to adjust the speed and function to your desired level, and will have you
experiencing the most incredible Orgasms ever! These realistic bendable vibrating Dildos will be the closest experience to the real thing that you ever
imagined in your wildest fantasies, and are at your command 24/7 with the simple push of a button!
www.hottproducts.com

Now you can experience the ultimate
in realistic sexual encounters with
the latest in Hi Tech REALISTIC
“Rechargeable” SKIN ! SKINTASTIC
Real Skin Feel Dildos will satisfy your
every need.
Some of the amazing features include
strategic contoured design, enhanced
shape head, pronounced veins,
Powerful Multi Speed Motor and ultra
soft realistic- life like skin.
This vibe absolutely looks and feels
like the real thing! Comes complete
with super suction cup base which
will stick to nearly any smooth, flat
surface for a passionate pounding
good time!
For even double the pleasure…you
can also stick two of them together at
the suction cup base and use it as a
Double Vibrating Dildo.

Now you can experience the most amazing realistic vibrating
dildo ever! with the SKINSATIONS “Gold Series” ultra-soft
vibrating skin Dildo.
These super soft skin dildos are able to bend and shape
into your favorite position, but also have the most realistic
specially formulated SKINSATIONAL Life Like Skin!
The super powerful 8 function multi-speed super motor
allows you to adjust the speed and function to your desired
level, and will have you experiencing the most incredible
Orgasms ever!
These realistic bendable vibrating Dildos will be the closest
experience to the real thing that you ever imagined in your
wildest fantasies, and are at your command 24/7 with the
simple push of a button!

Item #3129
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3130

Item #3274

Item #3275

FUCK FRIENDS
Never before has a Dildo felt so Incredibly Real that you will swear you are touching and
experiencing the Real Thing! The SKINTASTIC Dildo series has the most advanced life like
material ever produced with amazing detail paid in every aspect of it’s design and features.
From the texture of the balls to the ultra soft surface of the shaft with realistic veins and firm
interior ridge, this Amazing Dildo has it all, allowing easy penetration into you or your partners
favorite orifice.

Ultra Soft
Skin Surface
Firm Interior
Shaft
Life Like Veins
Incredible
Textured Balls

Item #3146
Item #3147

AMBER

This inflatable sex doll is a life-size brunette and
comes to you in the sitting position ready for you
to take her sitting on top of you or doggy style! Her
warm tight ass and specially contoured Vagina
will make you explode every time! Amber will most
definitely take your next sexual sensual encounter to
a new level!
- Life size inflatable Triple Hole Amber Love Doll.
- Realistic, molded face & realistic eyes and long
eyelashes.
- Sitting Position
- Realistic Enhanced Lips.
- Soft perky Breasts and Erect Pink Nipples.
- Amazingly realistic pussy Lips.

Item #3132

Item #3133

Item #3134

Item #3148

TIFFANY

Run your hands down Tiffany’s slender waist
and shapely hips while you plunge into her
amazingly realistic soft pussy which looks and
feels just like the real thing! Turn her around
your bed and specially contoured vagina will
make you explode every time! Tiffany will
most definitely take your next sexual sensual
encounter to a new level!
- Super Soft realistic Anus.
- Tight pear shaped Ass.
- Waterproof.
- Sensual sound effects.
- Vibrating egg.
- USB warming stick.
- Free repair kit.
- Free Air Pump Included.

JUSTIN

Justin’s sexy face with realistic eyes, along with a soft
willing mouth, is made from a firm, flexible jelly rubber
that’s perfect for rimming and other penetrative play.
His Hard Cock is the perfect size and is made from
ultra-realistic material that will be sure to deliver every
inch you need and desire!
- Dildo measures 7’ in length and 5.25” in girth
- Penetrable Anus is 6.5” deep
- Realistic contoured shape
- Vibrating Dildo Function
- Realistic feet and hands that wraps around you
- USB warming stick
- Free Repair Kit
- Free Air Pump Included

BLISS

Magic
Mushroom

BY H OT T PRODU C T S

When It comes to intimate play, only the very BEST will do! That is what you will experience with
BLISS Erotic Play Vibes from Hott Products. Each toy is strategically designed to create the
ultimate in erotic sensation. Powerful waves of orgasmic pleasure will engulf both you and your
partner like neverbefore when you try any one of our unique designed Bliss toys. You will surely
experience the true meaning of sexual “Bliss”!

Item #3112

Allure

Nero
Item #3237
Item #3205

Item #3114
www.hottproducts.com

BLISS

BLISS

B Y H OT T PROD U C T S

BY H OT T PRODU C T S

When It comes to intimate play, only the very BEST will do! That is what you will experience with
BLISS Erotic Play Vibes from Hott Products. Each toy is strategically designed to create the
ultimate in erotic sensation. Powerful waves of orgasmic pleasure will engulf both you and your
partner like neverbefore when you try any one of our unique designed Bliss toys. You will surely
experience the true meaning of sexual “Bliss”!

Angel
Emotion

Item #3117
Magenta

Item #3113
Magenta

Duo
Item #3118
Magenta

Aura

Item #3119
Magenta

Item #3116
Black
www.hottproducts.com
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BLISS
B Y H OT T PROD U C T S

Euphoria

BLISS

Virtue

BY H OT T PRODU C T S

When It comes to intimate play, only the very BEST will
do! That is what you will experience with BLISS Erotic
Play Vibes from Hott Products. Each toy is strategically
designed to create the ultimate in erotic sensation.
Powerful w
 aves of orgasmic pleasure will engulf both
you and your partner like neverbefore when you try any
one of our unique designed Bliss toys. You will surely
experience the true meaning of sexual “Bliss”!

When It comes to intimate play, only the very BEST will do! That is what you
will experience with BLISS Erotic Play Vibes from Hott Products. Each toy
is strategically designed to create the ultimate in erotic sensation. Powerful
waves of orgasmic pleasure will engulf both you and your partner like
neverbefore when you try any one of our unique designed Bliss toys. You
will surely experience the true meaning of sexual “Bliss”!

Envy
Bella

Wonder
Wand
Item #3240
Black
Item #3115
Magenta
Item #3244
Magenta

www.hottproducts.com

Item #3246
Black
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3120
Magenta

X-TREME
VIBRATING
PLEASURE RING

All X-TREME RINGS
AVAILABLE IN
12 PIECE
COUNTER DISPLAYS

All Items
AVAILABLE IN
12 PIECE
COUNTER DISPLAYS

TONGUE DINGER
TONGUE DINGER & The GLOW IN THE DARK is The “Original”
Vibrating Tongue Ring known the world over! It was also featured
on the “TONIGHT SHOW” with JAY LENO! It is specifically
designed to provide MAXIMUM PLEASURE by use of the Tongue!
Comes with a Super powerful motor and sensuous stretchy
silicone, which is sure to please and tease both partners during
intimate play time! Don’t be fooled by the rest... Stick with the
Best! Fits Snug on to any Tongue. WARNING: May Cause Intense
Screams of Pleasure!! Use With Caution!

- Super Soft Sensuous Silicone
- Super Powerful Motor...
- Up to 40 Minutes + of Powerful Vibrating Pleasure!
- Waterproof
- Phthalate Free
- One Size Fits All

- Super Soft Sensuous Silicone
- Super Powerful Motor...
- Up to 40 Minutes + of Powerful Vibrating Pleasure!
- Waterproof
- Phthalate Free
- One Size Fits All

#2192 Glow in The Dark
#2192-D Display 12pcs

#2170 Magenta
#2171 Purple
#2172-D Display 12pcs

#2296 Magenta
#2327 Purple

#2294 Magenta
#2326 Purple

www.hottproducts.com

#2292 Magenta
#2328 Purple

TONGUE TEASER
Super Stretch Band
Ensures Snug Fit
Onto Any Size Tongue

TONGUE TEASER is The World’s first Tongue Shaped
Vibrating Tongue Ring! It
literally takes your partner into EROTIC OVERDRIVE!! It
is specifically designed to provide MAXIMUM PLEASURE
by use of the Tongue! Comes with a Super powerful
motor and sensuous stretchy silicone. Fits Snug on to
any Tongue. WARNING: May Cause UNCONTROLLABLE
Screams of Pleasure!! Use With Caution!
#2225 Magenta
#2226 Purple
#2227-D 12pcs Display

www.hottproducts.com

QUAD DINGER

FRISKY FINGERS

Feeling a little “Frisky”? You will be with the FRISKY FINGERS
Finger Vibes! Slips on to any finger to sooth and caress your
most intimate regions. Super soft sensuous silicone with raised
“Nubbies” to vibrate you into an Erotic Frenzy! Waterproof, with
changeable batteries.
- One Size Fits All
- Powerful vibrating action for his & her Pleasure!
- Easy On/Off switch
- LR44 Batteries Included

Stretchy
Band Fits
Any Man!

Get ready for the Ultimate in erotic Stimulation with
the new “QUAD” Humm Dinger from Hott Products!
Never before has the power of the Vibrating Pleasure
ring been brought to it’s ultimate potential by the
exhilarating power of not 1...but 4 Motors! Will You
and your partner be up to the Challenge ? Find out
when you start off with the “Flick of the switch” of 1...
then 2...then 3...and ultimately 4...yes 4 Powerful

- 4 Powerful Motors For
4 Times The Pleasure!
- Clitoral / Anal Stimulator
- One Size Fits All
- Easy To Use On/Off Switch
#2065 Magenta
#2066 Purple

#2149 Glow in
the Dark

- Multi Orgasmic

#2194 Glow in The Dark
#2194-D display

The “Original” Vibrating Pleasure
Ring that launched a wave of copy
cats! HUMM DINGER is the brand
name known the (world over) for it’s
powetrful motor and super sensuous
stretch silicone, which is sure to
please and tease both partners during
intimate play time! Don’t be fooled by
the rest. Stick with the Best!

- Testicle Teaser Stretchy
Band Fits Any Man!
- LR44 Batteries Included

12 PIECE DISPLAY
AVAILABLE FOR
ALL STYLES
Humm Dinger Display #2066-D
Night Rider Display #2149-D
Double Dinger Display #2193-D
item #2276-D 12pc

#2329 Magenta
#2330 Purple
#2174 Magenta
#2175 Purple
#2176-D display

#2331-D
#2705 Magenta
#2706 Clear

www.hottproducts.com

#2167 Magenta
#2168 Purple

#2193 Glow in
The Dark

#2274 Magenta
#2275 Purple

www.hottproducts.com

COOCHY
CATERPILLAR

ORGASMIX
RING

Vibrating Pleasure
Ring

3 Speed Vibrating
Pleasure Ring

A little Coochy for your “Hoochie”? This fun caterpillar
cock ring puts a cute spin on Intimate play, with it’s
sensuous antenna that will Vibrate you into an Erotic
Frenzy!
Merely place the pliable ring at the base of the penis,
turn on the switch, and let the sensual and titillating
vibrations boost you and your partner into erotic
euphoria!

#2270 Magenta

12 PIECE DISPLAY
AVAILABLE

#2271 Purple

HONEY
BUNNY

The ORGASMIX “Super Stud” Pleasure Ring is the
“Top Dog” when it comes to Vibrating Stimulating
Pleasure! With it’s Super Sensuous silicone texture
and it’s 3 Speed functionality: (Euphoric. Ultra Intense
& Orgasmic!) You will have your partner “Screaming” in
Ecstasy with just the touch of a button.
12 pc Combo Counter Display6
Magenta / 6 Purple
ItemHP-2386-D

Coochy Caterpillar Display #2278-D
Honey Bunny Display #2277-D
#2454 Magenta
w/HH Cream Pillow Pack

HORNY
HONEY

Vibrating Pleasure
Ring

This “Horny Honey” Bunny Cock ring puts a fun twist
on Intimate play with it’s Sensuous Bunny Ears that
will turn you into a “Rabid Rabbit”!
Tantalizing bunny ears vibrate you into an orgasmic
frenzy! Merely place the pliable ring at the base of
the penis, turn on the switch, and let the sensual and
titillating vibrations boost you and your partner into
erotic euphoria!

#2272 Magenta

• Up to EIGHTY Electrifying Minutes of
Intense Pleasure!!!
• Raised Nubbies PromotesExtra Erotic
Sensation
• Stretchy Band Fitsany Man
• Multi 3 Speed Motor
• Batteries Included
• Phthalates FreeSilicone
• Waterproof

#2384 Magenta

#2385 Purple

#2273 Purple

www.hottproducts.com
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Your Horny Honey will feel the pleasure of your
new “Magical Touch” with the vibrating Finger
Play. Your frisky fingers will be put to good use
as the eager bunny & dolphin find new places
to tease and please. Your Horny Honey will be
pleading for more!- 3 Speed Function
- Sexy Pink & White Polka Dot Design
Waterproof
- Replaceable Batteries
- Pillow Pack of Horny Honey Cream Included

PECKER PARTY
CONFETTI GUN
Make your next party a real “Blast” as you Blast
out a steady stream of Pecker Party Confetti… with
the Pecker Party Confetti Gun! Shiny Mylar Pecker
Confetti will rain down in a hail of Pecker Confetti fun!

SILK
SASH

Length 32w”x4.5h”

PARTY
DIAMOND
BANNER
8’ Ft Long X
7” In High

Item #3045
Replacement
Cartridges
Item #3200

JUMBO PECKER
CONFETTI
Sprinkle some pecker fun at any party or wild night
adventure while you dazzle your party guests with these
assorted color pieces of Jumbo Mylar Pecker Confetti!
Your party guests will laugh with excitement and want to
toss them about to make the party even more fun!

Item #2957
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2178

PARTY
LETTER
BANNER
9 Feet Long x
6.5 Inches High

Item #2514
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2857

PARTY PECKER
WHISTLE
NECKLACE

PECKER
BALLOONS
ASSORTED
COLORS

Blow Your Party Guests Away
with the “PINK PECKER PARTY
WHISTLE” Necklace

LIGHT-UP
PECKER
FLOWER
NECKLACE
Item #2986

Item #2393

Now you can really “Blow Up” your party
fun with the Pecker Party Balloons! These
hilarious Pecker shaped balloons really have
what it takes to make your party the center of
attention at any wild party adventure!
Assorted Colors!
Item #2959
6 pcs

MYLAR
BALLOONS
9 Pcs / Pack in 3 assorted colors.
12 Inches in diameter.

TRIVIA
TABLECLOTH
Tablecloth comes with 4 sharpie
markers and trivia game

LIGHT-UP
FLASHING
PENIS
VEIL

Item #2700

LIGHT-UP
PECKER
NECKLACE
Item #2737

Item #2515

Item #2512
www.hottproducts.com
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PECKER
WHISTLE
NECKLACE

PECKERLASTIC
STRETCHY BAND
Be the center of attention wherever you go when you proudly
where your super stretchy Pecker-Lastic Pecker-Fantastic
Hair Band!

Blow Me Pink Pecker Party Whistle Necklace is the perfect
little whistle to alert anybody within ear shot that a major
partying good time is being had! You and your friends can
take turns to see who is the biggest “Blow Hard” when you
wrap your lips around this cute little pink pecker!

Item #3251

DRINK OR DARE
FOAM PECKER
HAND

Item #2956

PECKER
RING TOSS

Item #2958

PECKER PARTY
SQUIRT GUN

Liven up any party with the Pecker Party Ring Toss
Game! Just stick on to any flat surface then stand back
and toss the colored rings to see who can get the most
rings on to this cute little erect pecker! Play for Drinks/
Striptease/Dares or whatever wild adventures your mind
can conjure up! Pecker Party Ring Toss will surely bring
any drab party to life in short order!

Nothing is as much fun as a Pecker Squirt Gun! When you
squirt your Pink Pecker water gun all over anyone within
range, you will have them laughing hysterically and chasing
you down trying to grab a hold of it for some Playful Pecker
Squirt fun of their own!
For extra fun, fill with your favorite“Cock”tail
and squirt in your friend’s mouth!
- 12 foot load super shot range!
- 6 ounce+ compacity!
- Realistic big ball grip handle

Our unique 18-inch tall foam hand with a
Cool Drink or Dare Spinner game on the
back. This sexy game can be played with
any size group, at home, or at a party.

PECKER BAT &
BALLS PINATA COMBO
Take your next wild party event to the EXTREME with the “PECKER
PARTY BAT & PINATA”. This cute pecker shaped bat with ball bag pinata
will have your party guests “Hootin & Howlin” with crazy excitement
while they try and smash open the “BALL BAG” Pinata to get to the fun
party gifts you have inside

- Suction cup base for easy stick onto multiple surfaces!
- Assorted rings for multiple person play!
- Sturdy PVC plastic design!

Item #2955
www.hottproducts.com

#3140 Pinata and
Pecker Bat

#3138 is JUST the Ball Bag
#3139 is JUST the Pecker Bat
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3214

BLUE BALLS
ICE CUBE
TRAY

LIGHT-UP
COCK SHOT
GLASSES

DIAMOND
RING
ICE CUBE
TRAY

Item #3255
2 pack Item #2817

LIGHT-UP
DIAMOND
RING

Item #2285

PECKER
PARTY
CANDLES

Item #2546
PURPLE
Item #2204

BLUE
Item #2205

MAGENTA
Item #2206

CLEAR
Item #2207

2 pack Item #2219
16 Cubes Per Pack
www.hottproducts.com
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Item #3143

PARTY PECKER
CAKE PAN

PARTY
CANDY

MINI
5 inch
6pk

JUMBO
14 inch
2pk

PECKER PARTY
PLATTER

World’s First “DISPOSABLE”
Penis Shaped Cake Pans

LIVEN UP ANY PARTY WITH THE
PECKER PARTY PLATTER!
Large Enough to Hold A Combination Of Your
Favorite Snacks!

Item #3262
MEDIUM
10 inch
2pk
Item #2245

6.5”
Length

Item #2177
Item #2247
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2246

Item #2282
with Candy
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2281

3pk

3pk

MARGARITA
GLASS

CHAMPAGNE
GLASS

MARTINI
GLASS

BEER
GLASS
PECKER
POPSICLE
ICE TRAY

7”
PECKER
PARTY
STRAWS
Super realistic tip that’s fun
to sip! Go deep with the Dicky
Super Straws! Three bright
colors to choose from.

10 pk
Item #2519

LIGHT-UP
GLASSES

Item #2818
Clear

Really “Light Up” the night or any fun party event with the Light Martini Weenie
Glass! Flashes a multitude of bright colors to really make your party guests go
wild! Comes in Clear, Blue, Red and Purple. Great for bachelorette parties, night
clubs, raves or any fun party adventure!
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2819
Clear

Item #2822 Clear
Item #2838 Blue
Item #2839 Red
Item #2840 Purple

Item #2364 Clear
Item #2366 Blue

Item #3136
1 Tray 2 Popsicles
www.hottproducts.com

TRIPLE PLAY
BUTT PLUG

PUMPED DILDO

Get down and play in a “Colorful’ way…. with
“PUMPED” Rainbow silicone Dildo! This super
fun colorful Dildo will be sure to liven up intimate
play time with it’s super smooth contoured feel
and realistic shape. Make a game out of it…and
see how many color rings you can take on…as
you pound it in deeper and deeper while evoking
screams of Erotic Ecstasy! Get down and play
the Rainbow Way!

Triple Play Pleasure Plug is the perfect
little tushy toy which allows the “End User”
to go from Gentle (beginners) to Extreme
(Seasoned Players) during intimate anal play.
The smooth contoured shape and super soft
material easily slips in without any discomfort
and will leave both you and your lover more
than satisfied, and coming back for more!

-Pronounced head and veined
shaft add extra stimulation
- Phthalate Free Silicone
- Strong suction cup for
hands-free pleasure
- Smooth Texture

Item #3242

KNOB JOB

FOXY TAIL

Item #3249

Feeling a little “Foxy” ? Well now you can get down and play
in a “Colorful” way with the Rainbow Foxy Tail Pleasure Plug!
Stainless Steel plug is super smooth and perfectly contoured
for easy comfortable entry into yours or your partners anal
cavity, and the Ultra Soft Rainbow Fur Tail hanging down only
adds to your erotic experience as it gently caresses your skin.
- Specially Contoured Tip for
Easy Comfortable Entry
- Super Soft Rainbow Fur Tail

www.hottproducts.com

Item #3204

Get down and play in a “Colorful’ way…. with
“KNOB JOB” Rainbow silicone Sex Toy! This
super fun colorful toy will be sure to liven up
intimate play time with it’s realistic shape
head, and super ribbed contoured shaft.
Sliding this toy in & out will be sure to bring
waves of erotic pleasure like never before!
Make a game out of it…and see how many
color rings you can take on…as you pound it
in deeper and deeper while evoking screams
of Erotic Passion! Get down and play the
Rainbow Way!
- Ribbed shaft for extra
pleasure
- Phthalate Free Silicone
- Tickling Head
- Smooth Texture
Item #3203

www.hottproducts.com

HUGGIE MEN’S
COCK SOCK

MEN’S
THONG

PECKER PARTY
CONFETTI GUN

Now you can keep your Pecker warm & dress
in “Colorful” style with the Rainbow Pecker
“Huggie” Cock Sock! Comfy fit and colorful
stripes will make your partner & member
“stand at attention” during your next playful
encounter!

Wear your pride proud & Loud and
make a bold fashion statement in
“Colorful” style with the Rainbow
Pecker Men’s Thong! Snug Comfy
fit and colorful stripes will make you
“stand out” during your next playful
encounter!

Make your next party a real “Blast” as you blast o
 ut a steady
stream of Pecker Confetti with the Rainbow Pecker Party
Confetti Gun! Shiny Rainbow Pecker Confetti willrain down
in a hail of Rainbow Confetti fun!

Item #2981

POWER
DRIVE

Rainbow Power Drive Strap On delivers the perfect
comfortable fit for people who love to get adventurous!
The strategically designed shaft slips in to any orifice
with instant ease, and is also contoured with pleasure
colored ribs to only enhance the sensation while you
pump away! Adjustable easy to use harness holds
SKINNY ME in place for a perfect fit every time. Perfect
for “first timers” Anal Play as well. Welcome to POWER
DRIVE...the way intimate pleasure should always be!

Item #3202

BOOBIE PARTY
CONFETTI GUN

Item #2980
Item #3248
www.hottproducts.com

Make your next party a real “Blast” as you blast o
 ut
a steady stream of Boobie Shaped Confetti with the
Rainbow Boobie Party Confetti Gun! Shiny Rainbow
Boobie Confetti willrain down in a hail of Rainbow
Confetti fun!

Item #3201
www.hottproducts.com

LIGHT-UP
BOOBIE
FLOWER
NECKLACE

JUMBO
BOOBIE
CANDLE

Fun Rainbow Color
Jasmine Scented

7”

Fun Rainbow Color
Jasmine Scented

Item #3223

JUMBO
PECKER
CANDLE
Item #2985

Item #2984

LIGHT-UP
PECKER
FLOWER
NECKLACE

“Light Up Your Night” or any Fun Party
event with this fun Rainbow Color Pecker
Party Candle! Fun Pecker shape candle
will be sure to add a little “Color” to any
party event!

PECKER
WHISTLE
NECKLACE

PECKER
PARTY
CANDLES

Blow your party guests away!!... with
this loud & proud Rainbow Pecker Party
whistle necklace! Multi color stripes and
beads make a loud & proud statement
wherever the party action takes you!

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2970
Item #3144

2.5” Long
Fun Rainbow Color
Jasmine Scented

Item #3142
www.hottproducts.com

LIGHT-UP
BOOBIE
SHOT GLASS

FINGER COCK
RING POP

Get your wild party fun on with the Rainbow
‘Light Up” Boobie and PeckerShot glass!
Adorned in Vibrant Rainbow stripe colors,
this Light Up Rainbow stripe party glass has
a lot of sass!...and will really make a bold
statement at your next fun party event!

Get your wild party fun on with the Rainbow
‘Light Up” Boobie Shot glass! Adorned in
Vibrant Rainbow stripe colors, this Light
Up Rainbow stripe party glass has a lot of
sass!...and will really make a bold statement
at your next fun party event!

Item #2982

LIGHT-UP
PECKER
SHOT GLASS

Item #3250

RAINBOW
PECKER
STRAWS

Take your next party event to new “Colorful” heights when
you wrap your lips around these Exotic Rainbow Color
Pecker Straws! Dicky “Cock”-Tail sipping... was never so
much fun!
- Color your world with Rainbow
Pecker Party Fun!

Get your wild party fun on with the Rainbow
‘Light Up” Pecker Shot glass! Adorned in
Vibrant Rainbow stripe colors, this Light
Up Rainbow stripe party glass has a lot of
sass!...and will really make a bold statement
at your next fun party event!

Item #2161-D 12 pc
Counter Display

RAINBOW
COCK POPS

The world’s first multi-colored / multi-flavored
penis lollipops! Display holds 12 pcs.

Item #2607-D 12 pc
Counter Display

Item #2969
www.hottproducts.com
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RAINBOW
BOOBIE CANDY
NECKLACE

RAINBOW
CANDY
BALL GAG

RAINBOW
BOOBIE POP

Rainbow Boobie Shaped Lollipop!
Multi-flavored rainbow candy.
42 grs

Satisfy your “Wild” Sweet Tooth with the
colorful Rainbow Boobie Candy Necklace
and the Rainbow Pecker Candy Necklace!
Fun Exotic Colors really make a wild & fun
statement and will make you a stand out at
any fun party event!

Get down and go “Balls To The Wall”
with this great tasting Erotic Rainbow
Candy Ball Gag!

Item #3257

RAINBOW
PECKER
CUM POP

Item #3092

Pecker Shaped Cum Covered
Rainbow Lollipop.
- Lick and Suck Your Way In
To Sweet Erotic Bliss!
- Sweet Fruity Flavor
- Rainbow Colored
- Great Taste

SWEET & SOUR
GUMMY PECKER

RAINBOW
PECKER CANDY
NECKLACE

Pucker up and lick and suck with the JUMBO
“Sweet & Sour” Pecker Power Edible Gummy
Cock Pop! Succulent Super sweet & sour
taste will have your lips puckered up and
ready to suck! ...and will drive anybody within
Eye Shot wild with erotic excitement!
Item #2976

Item #3259
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3020

Item #2977

www.hottproducts.com

RAINBOW
PUSSY POP

RAINBOW
PECKER
BITES

JUMBO
RAINBOW
COCK POPS

Rainbow Pussy Shaped Lollipop!
Multi-flavored rainbow candy.

THE “JUMBO” CANDY DICK ON A STICK
THAT’S AS MUCH FUN TO SUCK AS IT IS TO
LICK !!! 6 BIG Inches of “Succulent” Fun !!!
How many colors can you swallow?

Cock Pop
Clam Shell
Item #2481

Item #2158

Item #3253

RAINBOW
PENIS CANDY
BRACELET &
NECKLACE
Item #3215

Rainbow Pecker Candy
Bracelet! Multi-flavored penis
shaped candy in a super-stretch
bracelet. One size fits all!
www.hottproducts.com

Item #3213

RAINBOW
PECKERMINTS

Item #2157

Want breath as fresh as winter snow? Try a
PECKERMINT and you’re “good to go!” Rainbow
Colored Penis Shaped Breath mints.
- Penis Shaped Rainbow Colored Mints
- Peppermint Flavor
- Great Taste

Item #2353-D 6 pc
Counter Display

www.hottproducts.com

LOVERS
CANDY BRA

BURLESQUE
NIPPLE TASSELS

SF-FD34

LOVERS
CANDY
G-STRING
SF-HH46

SF-FD33
www.hottproducts.com

BLOW ME

ECSTASY
BULLET VIBES
Super Powerful
3 Speed Motor
- Super Powerful Motor
- 3 LR44 Replaceable
Batteries
- ABS Material with
Metallic Coating

Light Up Pocket Fan
“Blow” your friends away with the “Light Up” BLOW ME Pocket Fan! This cool little fan
has what it takes to help keep you cool anywhere, anytime and is a great ice breaker
at parties or any fun get together. Your friends will be BLOWN AWAY when you cool
them down with this “Hot” little fan!

DIFFERENT
EROTIC
COLORS TO
CHOOSE FROM!

- Takes 3 AAA Batteries ( Included)
- Illuminating Fan Blade ( Blow Me )
- Easy Push Button : On/Off Function

ECSTASY
BULLET VIBES
Super Powerful
3 Speed Motor

- Super Powerful Motor
- 3 LR44 Replaceable Batteries
- ABS Material with
Soft Touch PU Coating
- Multi Speed Push
Button Function


Item #5023
White

Item #5021
Pink

Item #2191-D
36pcs Assorted
Display

Item #3000D
12pc Display

www.hottproducts.com

Item #5020
Black
www.hottproducts.com

BOOBIE
BEER GLASS
SEXY TORSO
BEER GLASS

SEXY TORSO
SHOT GLASS

DICKY CHUGS
SEXY TORSO
SHOT GLASS

Pecker Shaped
Sports Bottle

Enjoy your favorite beverage
while amusing your friends . . .
anywhere, anytime!

- Fill with your favorite beverage!
- Sturdy design with handy
sports-top for freshness!
- 6 different versions
to choose from!

16oz
Item #2108
Blue

Pecker Shaped
Sports Bottle

Item #2868

Item #2867
Item #2869
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2333
Glow in the Dark

Item #2352
Pink

Item #2107
Red

BIG
DICKY
CHUGS

20oz

Item #2816

Item #2111
Purple

Item #2332
Black

www.hottproducts.com

When you’re at a party and your
“cuttin a rug” make sure your
carrying the BIG DICKY CHUG penis
shaped sports bottle. Sure to cause
hilarious laughter at any party. 

PARTY PECKER
SIPPING STRAWS

BOOBIE
STRAWS

PUSSY
STRAWS

A Great Gift For
Bachelorette Parties

Take your next party event to new
“Boobylicious” heights when you wrap your
lips around these Erotic Boobie Straws!
Boobie sipping... was never so much fun!

MR. SAGGY
BALLS

Sure to cause hysterical laughter at
any party!“OVER-THE-HILL” Boxer
Shorts With DroopyLatex Balls
A MUST HAVE GIFT GAG!
ONE SIZE FITS ALL

Item #3083
8pcs Glow in
the Dark

Item #2103
10pcs Neon
Colors Bag

It’s a “Pussy Party” with the Sexy Pussy
Straws from Hott Products! These Hot
Pussy Straws will definitely make your
next party event even Hotter! Take your
next sip with these Pussy Lips and
watch your party guests get down with
the Pussy !
Item #3082
8pcs

Item #3258
6pcs
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2101-D
144pcs Assorted
Color Display

Item #2102
10pcs Glow in the
Dark Bag

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2165

BIG BOOBIE
BEACH BALL

Fun In The Sun takes on a whole new
meaning with the BIG BOOBIE BEACH
BALL! This fun blow up breast shape
beach ball will have you and your
beach bum party guests hooting and
hollering in crazy laughter when you
toss this boobie beach ball around
at the beach, pool parties or any wild
playtime event! You will surely be
the center of attention anywhere and
everywhere you toss these bouncing
Jumbo Boobies around! Durable
material for maximum “Boobie
Inflation” Perfect Ice breaker!

Item #2600

FANTASY
FOOTBALL
STROKER

Now you can experience football in a whole new way with the Fantasy Football
“Stroker”. Made out of durable PVC Plastic on the outside with a “Real Feel” super soft
skin silicone on the inside....this fun little Masturbator gives a whole new meaning
to the term “Fantasy Football” ! This Discreet Play Toy enables you to pass it around
at any party until you are ready to “Get Wild”... then Both ends screw off to reveal an
Anus on one side (for the more adventurous) and a Vagina on the other. Game time
will never be the same again. Great play toy For the man who really “Loves” Football!

Item #3084

Item #2721

BOOBIE
FOOTBALL

BOOBIE
FLYER

BIG BOOBIE
BALLONS

Indoor/Outdoor Ball combining 2
things that guys love for the must!
Warning! Might make your girlfriend
hate football even more than she
already does!

Boobie Flying Disc

Combining 2 things that guys
love for the mist fun in the sun
they have ever had!
Could this be what finally makes
him give up surfing?

BOOBIE
SQUIRT GUN
Slippery When Wet takes on a
whole new meaning with this fun
party Boobie Squirt Gun ! Each
Nipple Shoots steady blasts of
water (or Liquor for Extra Fun)
out of the realistic nipples, and
will have your party guests
howling with crazy laughter!

Have a little fun at your next party
event with Big Boobie Balloons!
These blow up party balloons
look and “almost feel” like your
squeezing the real thing!...and will
be sure to “Blow Up” any party you
unleash them on!

Item #2602

Item #3081
6pcs
www.hottproducts.com
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Item #3070

SEX WRAP

BOOBIE
CONFETTI

Tease Tape

- Tie up your partner and tease their
mounting desires!
- Non-sticky tape that only binds to
itself for a no-mess kinky fantasy. 
- Turn an ordinary night into a sexy
bondage playtime!

Large Boobie
Shaped Confetti

Sprinkle some real fun at your next wild
party event with Mylar Boobie Confetti!
These fun little party favors are a great
want to spice up any party or fun play
time event and will have your party guests
hooting with laughter!

SHIT
HAPPENS

Toilet Coffee Mug

Now you can enjoy coffee in a whole
new way with the “Shit Happens”
Coffee Mug to start your day! It’s time
to make shit happen!

Item #3218

Item #3072

Ultraviolet Pen
illuminates the paint in
Incredible Super Bright
NEON Colors in the dark!

Item #2751
Black

DIAMOND
CONFETTI

NEON

Large Diamond
Shaped Confetti

Item #2752
Pink

Play Paints

Diamonds are a Girl’s Best Friend. And with
that in mind, this fun play time Mylar Diamond
shape confetti is sure to add a bit of “class” to
your next fun party event with the girls...and
will treat your party guests to a little diamond
party fun of their own to take home
Item #2750
Red

Now you can write out your inner most
desires on your lover’s body with these fun
NEON “Play Paints”! These bright assorted
colored paints, are easy to use, and fun to
play with. Let your lover really know what’s
on your mind during play time!
Item #2808

Item #3073
www.hottproducts.com
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EROTIC
TATTOOS

BOOBIE
ICE TRAY

Let your lover know EXACTLY what’s on your
mind with these EROTIC SEXY Adult Tattoo’s!
Assorted sayings can be placed “discreetly” or
in “full view” to give your potential partner a no
nonsense sign…of what `you really desire! …
depending on how “WILD” you want to be!

Give your party guests a little
“extra Spice” when you fill their
cups with Boobie Ice! These Fun
assorted shaped Boobie Ice Cubes
will definitely give your party
guests a little something extra fun
to “Suck On”, while partying down
at your next party event!

See thru plastic straps
give the “Hands On” look
that will have your friends
wondering how it stays on!

Item #2343

“Light Up Your Night” or
any Fun Party event with
these Boobie Shape Party
Candles! These Boobie
shape candles will be sure
to add a little “Bodacious
Fun” to any party event and
will help you and your party
guests experience more
fun than you can handle
with these Boobie Shape
Candles!

Item #3206

LIGHT UP YOUR NIGHT!
Item #3145
www.hottproducts.com

Party Top

WILLIE
EGG FRYER

BOOBIE
PARTY
CANDLES
Item #3074
2 trays pk

HELPING
HANDS

COOKIE
CUTTERS
Item #2429
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2428

CANDY
CONDOM

CANDY
CONDOM

Now you can enjoy Condoms in a whole
new way with these great tasting CANDY
CONDOMS! Your friends or party guests
will be taken by surprise when you hand
them one of these fun little gummy treats
that are fun to eat!

Now you can enjoy Condoms in a whole
new way with these great tasting CANDY
CONDOMS! Your friends or party guests
will be taken by surprise when you hand
them one of these fun little gummy treats
that are fun to eat!

SF-HH182

Item #2573-D
50pc Display
Item #2573-D
50pc Display

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2572
6pc

www.hottproducts.com

NAUGHTY
TALK POPS

LIL BOOBIE
POPS

Let people know what’s really “On Your
Mind” when you hand them, or “Suck On”
one of these Fun Candy Party Pops with
Naughty sayings! Great tasting! Makes a
great party favor, gag gift,etc.
- Strawberry Flavored

JUMBO
COCK POPS

LIQUORED UP
LIGHT UP

Sweet lil’ boobie pops are a tasty
treat! ...as much fun to lick as
they are to eat

THE “JUMBO” CANDY DICK ON A STICK
THAT’S AS MUCH FUN TO SUCK AS IT IS TO
LICK !!! 6 BIG Inches of “Succulent” Fun !!!
6 BIG Inches of “Succulent” Fun!!!
Item #3224
1pk Clamshell

Item #2978

Light up the night with these fun party
delights...with the great tasting Dicky Light
Up & Boobie Light Up Candy Pops! Easy
push button function illuminates these fun
pops and will have your friends and party
guests in stitches while you suck and play
the fun Light Up Pecker & Boobie way!

Item #2832

Item #2354-D
6pc Display

Item #2358
Strawberry

Item #2359
Cherry

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2360
Watermelon

Item #3216-D
9pcs Display

Item #2979
www.hottproducts.com

GUMMY FINGER
RING DONGS

PENIS
GUMMIES

Great Fruit Flavors
Pecker Shaped Gummy Rings

Fruit Flavored
Succulent PENIS Shaped
GUMMIES! Made with real fruit
juice! Chewy fun for everyone!
Come in assorted flavors (6oz.)
Great party favor/ Gag gift!

Item #2250

PENIS
GUMMIES

Item #3252

BUTTER BALLS

Fruit Flavored
Succulent PENIS Shaped
GUMMIES! Made with real fruit
juice! Chewy fun for everyone!
Come in assorted flavors (6oz.)
Great party favor/ Gag gift!

Butterscotch Flavored
Pecker Pop

Butterball’s pecker pops are a succulent tasty
treat that are as much fun to lick as they are
to eat ! We have absolutely no doubt at all...
that you’ll love sucking on our balls!

#2815D
12pcs Display
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2407-D
16pc Display
www.hottproducts.com

PUSSY
BITES

BOOBIE
POPS

PUSSY
LICKERS

Sweet To Eat
Party Favors

These Boobies
Taste Great!

This Pussy
Tastes Great!

Item #2916
16pcs Bag
Strawberry
Item #2913
Strawberry

BOOBIE PECKER
BITES
BITES

WEENIE
CHEWS

Item #2854
Strawberry

GREAT FOR
- BACHELORETTE PARTIES
- COCKTAIL PARTIES
-C
 AKE TOPPERS
- ANY FUN-FILLED W
 ILD
ADVENTURES!

Sweet To Eat
Party Favors

Great For
Cocktail Parties

Item #2914
16pcs Bag
Strawberry

Item #2915
Strawberry
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2120
www.hottproducts.com

SWEET-ASS
GUMMY
Sexy Ass Shaped
Gummy Treats

“Sweet Ass” takes on a whole new meaning
when you bite into one of these great tasting
SWEET ASS Erotic Gummies!

GUMMY
HANDCUFFS

GUMMY SUTRA

Sex Position Shaped
Gummy Treats

Tease & Please your lovers most intimate
regions while she is handcuffed with the
delectable Edible Gummy Handcuffs! These
erotic edible Gummy Cuffs are not only fun
to suck but may bring you luck!....when you
tease and play in this erotic way!

Let your lover really know what’s on your
mind when you hand them one of these
great tasting Sexy Position Erotic Gummies!

Item #2973

GUMMY
THONG & BRA

Item #2975

JUMBO
GUMMY PECKER

Intimate play time just got even more
deliciously fun with this Delicious Edible
Gummy Thong and Bra! Put them on and eat
them off! For an edible sexy experience that
neither you nor your lover will soon forget!
Item #3239-D
12pcs Display

Item #3238-D
12pcs Display

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2974

www.hottproducts.com

Open up and lick and suck with the “JUMBO”
Strawberry Pecker Edible Gummy Cock Pop!
Succulent Super sweet strawberry taste
will have your lips puckered up and ready
to suck!...and will drive anybody within Eye
Shot wild with erotic excitement!

DARK & MILK
CHOCOLATE
CUM POP

EDIBLE PECKER
BOUQUET

CANDY
CONDOM POPS

Pecker Shaped Cum
Covered Chocolate Lollipops

Fruit Flavored Rose
Pecker Pops

Fruit Flavored Condom
Shaped Lollipops

Six delectable flavors of edible Pecker Candy
Fun. Great tasting erotic treats that are as
much fun to play with as they are to eat.

Item #3221
Strawberry
Item #3235

Item #3236
Item #3233-D
6pcs Display

Item #2861-D
includes 12, 6pcs
Display

Item #3219-D
24pcs Display
Item #3234-D
6pcs Display

www.hottproducts.com
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LIQUORED UP
COCK POPS

Penis Shaped Pasta
With Real Kraft
Cheese!

Alcohol Flavored Penis
Shaped Candy

Item #2057
MacAweenie & Cheese

Item #3256

STRAWBERRY
CANDY BALL
GAG

Item #2837

Lick it up or Suck It up with
these great tasting Pecker
Pops! Comes in 3 succulent
liquor flavors: Mai Thai,
Bahama Mama & Strawberry
Daiquiri

Strawberry Flavored
Candy Mouth Gag

The Newest
Sensation from Chef
MacAweenie

Item #2400
Weenie Linguine Box

Get down and go “Balls To The Wall”
with this great tasting Erotic Rainbow
Candy Ball Gag!

Item #2835

www.hottproducts.com

Item #2836
www.hottproducts.com

PUSSY
PATCH
SOURS

Sweet & Sour Pussy
Shaped Soft Candies in
various fruit flavors.

PECKER
PATCH
SOURS

ORAL SEX
HEAD JOB

Item #2847
Cotton Candy

Exploding Candy
Taste the explotion!

Item #2845
Strawberry

Sweet n’ Sour Chewy
Pecker • Soft Candy •

Item #2912
Strawberry
Item #2846
Cherry

CUM SHOTS

Liquid Marshmallow
Foam candy

Item #2911
Cherry

Gooey erotic fun!

Item #3149-D
12 pc Counter Display

Item #2422-D
12 pc Counter Display
www.hottproducts.com
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VALENTINE
HEARTS
X-RATED

X-RATED
CANDIES

Fun Penis Shaped Candy
Sticks To Scoop Into Tasty
Powder Dips!

Item #2991D
2
 4pcs Display

Assorted Erotic
Sayings & Sexy Positions

X-RATED
FUN GUM

Item HP-760
90pcs Display

DICK N
DIP
Item #2749
8pcs Bag

Fun Gum & X-Rated Candy takes on a whole new
meaning when you slip one of these sexy tasty
treats into someone’s unsuspecting hands! You
will really get some laughs...and who knows..
Maybe some “Action” too?
Includes 7 Erotic Sayings and positions! What’s
your favorite position?

Item #3044D
24pcs Display
www.hottproducts.com
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LIQUORED UP

Lick Suck or Blow
your way into a sweet
candy adventure!

Edible Gummy Cock Rings

Intimate Play time takes on a whole new Sexy Twist
when you slip on one of these great tasting “Liquored
Up” Gummy Pecker rings! Slip them on and eat them
off!Three flavors included:
- Bahama Mama
- Mai Tai
- Strawberry Daiquiri
Item #2988

BLOW JOB

Boobie & Pecker Shaped
Fruit Flavored Gum!

One Size Fits All

BOOBIE BLOW Breast Shape Gum and BLOW JOB
Pecker Shaped Gumallows you to enjoy Boobies &
Peckers in a whole new way! This great tasting gum
comes in assorted fruity flavors and will allow you
and your friends to “Blow” the perfect shape bubble
any time...anywhere!

Item #2866

Super Stretchy Fun
One Size Fits All
3 Great Tasting Flavors

DICK LIPS

Item #2990-D
50pcs Display

Edible Gummy Cock Rings

CANDY COCK RING

Pucker up and get ready to suck with the great
tasting “Dick Lips” Edible Gummy Cock Rings! Made
from great tasting fruity flavored Gummy candy...
these great tasting stretchy Gummy Lips easily slide
on to your member and create a delectable edible
experience that you or your lover will not soon forget!

Candy Cock Ring is the only ring you will need to
excite your partner into the most extreme sweet
power adventure. Slip it on over the penis and and let
the adventure begin! Sure to make any intimate play
time more fun. Give the ring that matters, make it a
Candy Cock Ring!

Item #2989
www.hottproducts.com

- Strawberry
- Blueberry
- Cherry
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2987

LIBIDO
POWER GUM

- May help to increase arousal & sexual
response
- May intensify orgasms for both
partners
- May enhance sex drive & desire

PENIS PASTA

BLOW JOB
MINTS

GUMMY
BOOBS
PENIS
GUMMIES

Want to enjoy better sex, firmer
erections, and more powerful
orgasms? Well our LIBIDO Power
Gum may help to enhance all of
these with our specially formulated
blend of custom ingredients along
with natural herbs, which may help
to both stimulate and invigorate
your sexual desires. Both stamina
and energy may also be intensified
which may lead to a better over all
sexual experience.

sugar free gum with xylitol
SF-FD01
SF-FD211

SF-FD09

HORNY
GUMMY MAN

SF-FD06
SF-FD216

Item #2863
www.hottproducts.com
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GUM JOB

BODYLICIOUS
BODY PENS

Now you can play and say in the in the most erotic
way, all your intimate desires with BODYLICIOUS
Edible Body Pens! These fun amazing tasting edible
paints let you write your most intimate fantasies
on your favorite body part! The fun only gets hotter
as you lick and suck your partner all over for an
arousing experience that is sure to get you both hot
and ready for some delicious erotic action!

Oral Sex Gummy Candy
Teeth Covers

Give your partner the ultimate BJ with “GUM JOB”
Oral Sex Gummy Candy Teeth Covers! These great
tasting candy teeth covers are easy to fit over any
size teeth and taste orally delicious! With flavors
including Cherry Pie, Wild Watermelon & Succulent
Strawberry! You will be sure to bring your partner to
their maximum “O” when you wrap your lips around
him in these sexy candy oral treats!

EDIBLE BODY
PLAY PAINTS

Erotic Playtime just got a lot “Sweeter” with
the Edible Body Play Paints! These delicious
tasting Edible Body Paints are fun to play
with and let you really say what’s on your
mind. A
 Brush & Stencil kit(included) make
playtime even more fun!
- Passion Fruit
- Cherry
- Pina Colada
- Strawberry

LIQUORED UP
BODY PAINTS

Now you can please and tease your partner
in the most delectable edible erotic way
with the LIQUORED UP Edible Body Paints!
These fun finger edible paints let you write
your most intimate fantasies on your
favorite body part and then lick off for a
titillating sexually arousing experience that
is sure to get your erotic juices flowing!
- Comes In 5 Delicious Flavors
- Easy Clean Up With Warm Water
- Non Staining

Item #3040

- Comes in 4 delicious flavors.
- Easy clean up with warm water
- Non Staining

Item #3043
Item #3040

Item #2855
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2717
www.hottproducts.com

Edible Dark & Milk
Chocolate Body Pens

CHOCOLATE
LOVERS
Erotic Body Paints

Dream up your most Erotic Tasty
fantasies in Rich Delicious Chocolate,
with this tasty tantalizing array of Erotic
Chocolate Body Spreads. Dip your
tongue or Finger in and Spread these on
your lovers favorite body parts and let
the Erotic Licking & Sucking Begin! Sexy
Edible Playtime never tasted so good!

PLAY PENS

PLAY PENS

Edible Body Paints

WRITE IT ON...LICK IT
OFF! Takes intimate
playtime to a
 whole
new level!

LOLLIPIPE

Write your most intimate “SECRET
DESIRES”on your favorite place onyour
partner’s body and let the fun begin!

Edible Candy Pipe

Reusable Pipe Can Be
Used Again & Again
Will not melt from flame!
- One Plastic Toke Tube
- Cigar Band for EZ non-stick
handling

Item #2809

Item #2162

2 Delicious Flavors:
Dark & Milk Chocolate

Item #3078

www.hottproducts.com

Now you can write out your inner most desires
on your lover’s body with these great tasting
“Play Pens”! Filled with assorted fruit flavored
edible ink, these cute little pens are easy to
use, and taste great! Let your lover really know
what’s on your mind during play time !

Cherry

Strawberry

Watermelon

www.hottproducts.com

Green Apple

Item #2445-D
12pc Assorted
Counter Display

XXX-MAS
PECKER BITES

Holiday Cock Ring Pops
Holiday Cock Pops

Naughty Holiday Cheer For That
Special Time Of Year

Item #2421-D
12 pcs Display

Item #2660

WANT BREATH AS FRESH AS
WINTER SNOW? TRY A
PECKERMINT AND YOU’RE
“GOOD TO GO!”

Item #3276

Item #2209-D
12 pcs Display
www.hottproducts.com

www.hottproducts.com

LIQUOR LUBE
PERSONAL LUBRICANT

Raspberry Parfait
Item #2153

Pina Colada
Item #2156

Banana Split
Item #2155

Strawberry Swirl Peaches & Cream Cherries Jubilee
Item #2151
Item #2154
Item #2152

10ml Pillows
Item #2651

Available in
2 oz. Tubes
or Trial Size
Pillow Packs

Item #2650-D
50pcs Display

Flavors Include:
Mai Tai, Amaretto Sour,
Bahama Mama
Appletini, Mojito, Baileys
& Cream, Sex On The
Beach

Item #2864-D
16 pcs Assorted Display

Mai Tai
Item #2852

Appletini
Item #2853

Bahama Mama
Item #2851

www.hottproducts.com

Sex On The Beach
Item #2850

Item #2160-D / 24pcs Counter Display
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2670-D
144pcs Display

Liquid Virgin - vaginal contracting lube.

Orgasmix Enhancement Gel
is the #1 Original
Clitoral Stimulating Gel!
Stick with the best don’t be
fooled by the rest!
Item #705 Orgasmix 12pc open stock
Item # 2197 Orgasmix (1oz) Hang Tab Box
HP-500-D
24pcs Display

Item #505
Open Stock 10 pcs

Item #2198
Open Stock (1oz) Hang Tab Box

Create a tight wet sensation either through vaginal
or anal use with the special tightening lube! Liquid
Virgin is great for post pregnant women, not so
well endowed men or anyone wanting an extra tight
sensation during sex.

HP-721-D
144pcs Display

Item #700-D Counter
Display 24 1oz. Bottles
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2195
Liquid Virgin 8 Pillow Pack
Blister Card

HP-525-D
144pcs Display

Packaged in convenient travel sized pillows.
Each colorful fishbowl display contains 144 pcs.
www.hottproducts.com

Item #2196
Liquid Virgin 8 Pillow Pack
Blister Card

Item #2027

CHOCOLATE
BODY PAINT

Item #2029

Item #2028

Item #2026

DICKALICIOUS HORNY HONEY
Penis Arousal Gel

The Newest
Sensation In Erotic
Arousal Cream!

Erotic Chocolate
Flavor Body Paint

Wanna get your Honey Horny? Our
“HORNY HONEY” arousal cream is sure
to get your lover hot!! Otur “specially
patented” formula is designed to
stimulate both Men & Women by
concentrating blood flow to the genital
area! This silky smooth tantalizing cream
will arouse your partner to new heights
that will have them “Begging” for more!
DICKALICIOUS Penis Arousal Gel is
sure to Ignite a “Fire” in your lover’s
Libido! This amazing gel is preferred
by customers the world over for its
“Tingling” sensation and succulent
flavor! Spread it on & lick it off and watch
your lover “Grow Wild” with excitement!

SF-CN120
12pc. Display

144pcs Display
#2671-D

25pc.
Assorted Display
#2037-D
www.hottproducts.com

144pcs Display
#2672-D

Item #2202
www.hottproducts.com

Stimulate your nipples to the
“EXTREME” with this tingly, tasty
nipple arouser. Spread it on, lick it
off and drive them wild!

TIGHT is an all natural personal tightening lubricant, proven
to reverse the loss of elasticity in both the Anal & Vaginal
walls, due to hormonal changes, and aging. Experience a
tighter than ever sensation, without surgery or drugs. TIGHT’s
strategically formulated natural ingredients, promote a tight
wet feeling that makes intimate play a more pleasurable
experience then ever before!

KIWI STRAWBERRY
MASSAGE CREAM

On the Go “BLO” Numbing Spray is a Great way to “Go
Deep” on your lover! You will have your partner rolling
his eyes back in ecstasy with this tantalizing erotic
numbing spray. Great tasting Spearmint & Strawberry
flavor!

#2351
Spearmint
10ml
pillows

- Firms and tightens naturally
- Help restore suppleness to
either orifice
- Increases sexual intimacy
and pleasure
- Restores inner lubrication
and eliminates dryness

#2582
WATERMELON
DREAM
#2581
CHERRY
PIE
#2580
STRAWBERRY
CUPCAKE

Item #2655-D
50pcs/Display
www.hottproducts.com

#2583
PASSION
FRUIT

#2640

www.hottproducts.com

PECKER
BATH BOMB

CONDOMS

Endurance Flavored Condoms are made from the Finest Latex, and are contoured to give
one and all a snug comfortable Fit! They are Flavored with a Silicone Lubricant that promotes
extra Comfort during Sexual Activity. Attractive Disc with beautiful foil cover makes for a very
discreet classy look! 3 condoms per pack.

Scented Erotic
Bath Bombs

This Erotic Scented Pecker Bath
Bombs are specifically formulated
to set the perfect mood for you
and your lover to get caught up in a
sensuous steamy “Wet” Erotic Bath!
To get your juices flowing even more.

Assorted Flavors
HP-280
144pcs per bowl

#2086

HEARTS AFLAME

Scented Erotic Bath Bomb
With Mystery Toy-Vibe

#2087
#2088
Item #3263
3pcs box

Assorted Colors
HP-255

Increase Sales & ProfitsWith
These High-End Quality
Attractive Condom Discs

#2090

#2089

Each Heart Bath Bomb
includes a “Mystery
Toy” .Either the
Humm-Dinger or our
Nubbie Tongue vibrator

Explore your most intimate passions with the
“Hearts Aflame” Erotic Bath Bomb. This Erotic
Scented bath bomb is specially formulated
to set the perfect mood for you and your
lover to get caught up in a sensuous steamy
“Wet” Erotic bath! To get your juices flowing
even more. Each bomb includes a “Mystery
Vibrating Toy” to stimulate both you and your
partner into a wet Erotic Frenzy!

#2106

Glow in the Dark
HP-275

www.hottproducts.com

Item #3076
www.hottproducts.com

